
POPUP TENT 
10’ x 10’ & 10’ x 20’ 
      

  

SETUP INSTRUCTIONS 

Stand the canopy frame upright in the center of the desired set-up location. 
NOTE: Ensure there are no low laying branches, overhangs, or other obstacles 
above the setup area. 

Gently pull the outer frame legs partially extended with a second person assisting 

on the opposite side. 

Lift the frame into position by expanding the truss bars until the frame is fully 

extended.  Be careful not to pinch fingers or hands as you lift and step backwards 

slowly. 

Placing one foot on each corner footpad and slowing extending each leg into place 

can also extend the frame legs.  

Attach U-Clips to each side of the canopy to secure the canopy top.   

Adjust the frame legs to your desired height by lifting each leg and slowly pulling 

out the inner leg until it pops into place.  Repeat this process by using the pull and 

pin process for each leg.  

Pg 1 

Now that the frame is fully extended, lock the top bracket sliders into place at each 

corner by holding the frame with one hand and pulling the slider in place until it 

locks.     
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10’ Popup Tent Wall 
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EASY UP STYLE TENTS ARE INTENDED AS A SHADE SOLUTION AND ARE NOT 
RECOMMENDED FOR INCLEMENT WEATHER. 

STEP 8 

Remove the popup tent from the transport bag and the rope tie downs from the 
outer pocket of the transport bag. 
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10’ x 10’ & 10’ x 20’ 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

SETUP INSTRUCTIONS 

Standing under the tent, facing a leg, take the free end (non-loop end) of a rope tie 

down (rope) and pass it behind the leg and through the loop end, pulling tight and 

ensuring it is above the frame crossbars. 
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Pass the end of the rope through the rubber base weight, around the leg then back 

through the rubber base weight again and tie off. 
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STEP 10 

Attaching weights to the tent: Begin by placing the rubber base weights upright, 
on the inside of each tent leg.  

Continue these steps for each leg on the tent.   

10’ x 10’ Popup Tent = 4 legs 

10’ x 20’ Popup Tent = 6 legs  
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POPUP TENT 
10’ x 10’ & 10’ x 20’ 
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BREAKDOWN INSTRUCTIONS 

STEP 1 

Untie the rope from each rubber base weight and remove the rope from each 
corner/leg of the tent.  Place the tie downs in the front pocket of the transport bag. 

STEP 2 

Detach U-clips from each side of the canopy frame. 
NOTE: Detaching the clips must be done first, before closing the frame of the tent. 

STEP 3 

Release each pull pin on each leg and shorten the frame to its original height prior 
to extending the legs during the setup process. 

STEP 4 

Hold the middle frame section with a second person assisting on two sides of the 

frame. 

STEP 5 

Disengage the locking button at each corner of the frame and pull the slider down 

slowly until the button is completely free of the slider. 

STEP 6 

Walk forward slowly for frame to fold inward and close.  Be careful not to pinch 

fingers or hands as you close the frame. 

STEP 7 

Completely fold the frame securely and place into the unzipped storage bag by 

sliding it down into the bag slowly until the canopy fits comfortably.  Zip the 

storage bag completely shut. 
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